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“The internet wasn't created for 
mockery! It was created so scientists 
from different universities could share 
datasets....”  
Simpson, H. The Simpsons (2005), Eds. Groening, M., Brooks, J.L. & Simon, S., 
Series 16, Episode 8, Original air date (US) 06-Feb-2005. 
http://www.tvtome.com/tvtome/servlet/GuidePageServlet/showid-146/epid-346864/   
Social Networks for Chemists 
Google genera7on: new behaviour and approach 
Sharing Rich Media 
•  Video + Paper = Pubcast 
New Approaches to ‘Sharing Experiments’ 
•  Specialised domain-oriented innovations 
Forma7on of Open Communi7es 
•  New approaches surfacing and growing FAST 
Open Notebook Science 
•  Immediate sharing of experimental information & data 
New Informa7on Exchange Environments 
•  Immersive alternative to 
conventional browsing & interaction 
Data Deluge 
The  primary  cause  is  the  current  data  publica7on 
process, which is 7ed to journal ar7cles and peer review     
•  40 years ago a PhD student would 
determine about 3 crystal structures 
for their thesis – this can now be 
easily achieved in a day 
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The eCrystals Data Repository 
•  Quick & simple to deposit 
•  Software tools  
•  Laboratory archive 
•  Community involvement 
•  ‘Embargo’ facility 
•  Structured foundations 
•  Discoverable & harvestable     
hTp://ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk 
A Thorough Approach to Dissemina7on 
•  Using simple Dublin Core protocol (OAI-PMH)  
•  Crystal structure 
•  Title (Systematic IUPAC Name) 
•  Authors 
•  Affiliation 
•  Creation Date 
•  Additional chemical information through Qualified Dublin Core 
•  Empirical formula 
•  International Chemical Identifier (InChI) 
•  Compound Class & Keywords 
•  Specifies which ‘datasets’ are present in an entry 
•  Application Profile http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/projects/ebank-uk/schemas/ 
•  DOI links http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk/145 
•  Rights & Citation http://ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk/rights.html  
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Simple Integra7on into Teaching 
•  Component of MChem course…using REAL data  
Devise Search 
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***Open Science Experiment*** 
http://ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk/547/ 
http://ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk/543/ 
http://ecrystals.chem.soton.ac.uk/544/ 
Susanne Huth Talk (Sat):  
MS.98.3 (C163) 
eMalaria: Drug Discovery by School Children 
hTp://chemtools.chem.soton.ac.uk/projects/emalaria/ 
***Open Science Experiment*** 
Synthesis 
Characterisation 
General Chemistry Issues: Data Genera7on 
Shorfalls in Data Management 
“Data from experiments conducted as recently as six months ago 
might be suddenly deemed important, but those researchers may 
never find those numbers – or if they did might not know what those 
numbers meant” 
“Lost in some research assistant’s computer, the data are often 
irretrievable or an undecipherable string of digits” 
“To vet experiments, correct errors, or find new breakthroughs, 
scientists desperately need better ways to store and retrieve 
research data” 
“Data from Big Science is … easier to handle, understand and 
archive. Small Science is horribly heterogeneous and far more vast. 
In time Small Science will generate 2-3 times more data than Big 
Science.”   
‘Lost in a Sea of Science Data’ S.Carlson, The Chronicle of Higher Education (23/06/2006)  
Analysis Data Publica7on & Informa7on Loss  
Spectroscopic analysis is often performed to 
ensure a reaction is proceeding according to 
plan – as a result <5% are published (via a 
process with heavy information loss)    
A General Chemistry Laboratory Repository 
Create new compound 
(parent record) 
Add new experiment type 
Add metadata and 
upload data files 
***Open Science Experiment*** 
hTp://r4l.eprints.org 
A New Kind of Electronic Lab Notebook 
A New Kind of Electronic Lab Notebook 
Analysis & Discussion: Blogging Experiments 
A repository can…  
•  Allow one to put, store and get  
•  Provide search and browse 
functionality 
•  NOT provide the presentation and 
discussion functions essential to 
working up a scientific study 
•  Enables ‘geographically 
distributed collaborative research’ 
•  Can be open or private 
•  A useful approach for sharing 
‘failed’ experiments? 
hTp://chemtools.chem.soton.ac.uk/projects/blog/ 
Automa7c Blogging by Machines 
Automa7c Blogging by Sensors 
•  Continuous log of ‘environmental’ conditions in a laboratory 
•  Instant detection of erroneous events 
•  Correlate with inconsistencies in datasets 
Comments and Collabora7ve Tools 
•  Annotation tools allow comments
 and foster collaboration and / or
 communication   
•  Need for more advanced Blog
 tools / technology around data 
***Open Science Experiment*** 
Blog Shots 
***Open Science Experiment*** 
Packaging, Describing and Sharing 
•  New moves in Digital Libraries community to enable distributed 
repositories to exchange content  
•  OAI-ORE (Open Archives Initiative – Object Reuse and Exchange)  
•  http://www.openarchives.org/ore/ 
•  Describes an aggregation of objects in an exchangeable format 
•  Microsoft funded eChemistry testbed project   
Towards a New Model for Chemical
 Informa7on Exchange  
‘Sharing Experiments’ 
hTp://www.myexperiment.org/ 
***Open Science Experiment*** 
A solid founda7on for Open/Self‐Publishing 
and Communica7on of Chemistry Data??? 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